THE IMPORTANCE OF DEMOCRACY

What should come first, renouncing poverty and misery... or guaranteeing political liberties and civil rights? Which the poor have little use for anyway?

Now, is it sensible to treat them separately in the first place?

What about all the interconnections between economic needs and political freedoms we have seen?

Yes, but poverty is obviously the most pressing need, if you are poor!

The intensity of economic needs only adds to the urgency of political freedoms!

Look at political freedoms... the direct importance affects our most basic capabilities!

Their instrumental role enhances the people's chance to be heard and to affect policies!

Their constructive role helps us to understand what our true economic needs are, legitimate social needs!

What we can do for ourselves!

Open political discussion!

But, if that is so, why are so many of our leaders against political liberties and civil rights?

Democracy is inclusive, so we must discuss issues! But many such leaders just want us to do things their way without discussion!

What? Whether we like it or not? Eh?!

Well, they say that the people actually want it that way...
WHO KNOWS? NOBODY EVER OFFERS PEOPLE THE FREEDOM TO REALLY DECIDE. BUT BOTSWANA HAS TRIED IT,...

BOTSWANA IS ONE OF THE FASTEST GROWING ECONOMIES IN AFRICA NOW!... DESPITE THE AIDS PROBLEM!

AND BOTSWANA HAS BEEN AN OASIS OF DEMOCRACY IN SOUTHERN AFRICA FOR MANY YEARS! DEMOCRACY HELPS IT TO GROW!

THAT'S RIGHT! WE HAVE TO LOOK AT THE IMPACT OF DEMOCRACY ON THE LIVES AND CAPABILITIES OF PEOPLE... EVEN ON THE DEMAND FOR PUBLIC ACTION NEEDED...

...IN TIMES OF MAJOR DISASTERS, LIKE ALL FAMINES! IT'S THE INSTRUMENTAL ROLE OF DEMOCRACY!

RIGHT!

EXHIB: INDIAN POLITICAL

 IN THE MID-70s, INDIRA GANDHI DID PUT THINGS TO THE VOTE, TO JUSTIFY THE EMERGENCY IN INDIA, ALONG WITH THINGS LIKE COERCED STERILIZATION...

... BUT THE FREE PRESS, AND THE POLITICAL CULTURE, SURVIVED THE CENSOR, PREVAILING LATER A LITTLE AMENDED!

PRIVATE VIEW

THE PEOPLE OF INDIA - AND THIS MEANS POOR PEOPLE - WERE AS KEEN ON CIVIL LIBERTIES, AS THEY WERE ON ECONOMIC RELIEF!

AND COMIC RELIEF!

YOU SEE! IF RULERS HAVE TO SEEK ELECTION AND LATER RE-ELECTION, THEY HAVE TO LISTEN TO WHAT PEOPLE SAY, AND HEAR WHAT THEY WANT!

AND THERE IS ALSO THE CONSTRUCTIVE ROLE OF OPEN DISCUSSIONS... THE INFORMATION EFFECT!

YES! AS YOUNG WOMEN COME TO UNDERSTAND THEIR ECONOMIC SITUATION, FERTILITY RATES DO COME DOWN, LIKE IN KERALA, WITHOUT COERCION!
HAS DEMOCRACY GOTTEN ANYTHING TO DO WITH SAYING, ILLITERACY?

OUI, IS THE MANIFESTO THAT PROMISES NO EXCUSES... READERS CAN DISCUSS IT... AND DRAW CONCLUSIONS!

WELL, IT STRENGTHENS THE USE OF MODERN COMMUNICATIONS, AND POLITICAL PARTICIPATION, SO, YES, IT HAS!

YES! DEMOCRACY HAS TO BE SEEN AS CREATING A SET OF REAL OPPORTUNITIES, AND THE USE OF THESE OPPORTUNITIES CALLS FOR THE WIDENING PRACTICE OF ALL DEMOCRATIC POLITICAL RIGHTS!

BUT, THE PEOPLE STILL HAVE TO DO IT THEMSELVES! GET IT?

SURE! DEMOCRACY SIMPLY PROVIDES THE RULES AND THE PROCEDURES - SAFEGUARDS THEM - SO THAT PEOPLE CAN GET ON WITH THEIR LIVES!

ORDINARY PEOPLE, LIKE US, HAVE TO MAKE DEMOCRACY WORK - BY PARTICIPATING IN IT! AND THAT EVEN INCLUDES THE OPPOSITION AND THOSE IN THE MINORITY!

TALKING PICTURES?

DIDN'T SAYS?

ATION OF GRAPHIC ART!

THEY MAKE AN IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTION! ALL VOICES NEED TO BE HEARD IN ANY PUBLIC DEBATE AND DISCUSSION... AND BEFORE THE VOTE IS TAKEN!

YES, SO THAT EVERYBODY UNDERSTANDS WHAT IS AT ISSUE, IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST! AND HOW THE MONEY IS GOING TO BE SPENT!

THIS PLAYS AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN DEVELOPING OUR SHARED SOCIAL VALUES, AND IN DETERMINING OUR PRIORITIES!

SO, TO SUM IT ALL UP, IT IS NOT ONLY IMPORTANT TO DEVELOP DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS, IT IS ALSO VITAL THAT WE ALL PARTICIPATE!

YES! PRACTICE DEMOCRATIC WAYS IN OUR DAILY LIVES, AND WORK AT MAKING DEMOCRACY WORK!

REMEMBER, DEMOCRACY IS IMPORTANT FOR ITS OWN SAKE, NOT JUST BECAUSE IT HELPS IN ECONOMIC GROWTH!